
 Stage 1 – Online Visioning 
Comments 

October 2014 
 

 

These are verbatim comments received from the online feedback forms during October 2014.  These 
comments will be considered in developing the Hospital Precinct Structure Plan.  They are the views and 
opinions of those who lodged submissions and may not reflect the views of Council or its Project Team. 

 
1) How would you like the area around the Hospital to look in 10 or 20 years? 

 
Difficult question - generally, blended use of health commercial and residential  
Accept that the area must change so long as the changes "blend" together 

A vibrant and family friendly suburb with a mix of low and medium density housing, business parks, medical 
facilities and hospital, shops and schools. 

A quiet residential suburb with a mix of low density housing, small 2 storey 'boutique' style apartment blocks 
and townhouses. Also re zoning of the business Park to accommodate unit blocks, high rise office space and 
ancillary medical uses. 

A central Hub, with shops, restaurants, cafes, offices and apartments (mixed use). A safe area for people to 
work, walk and enjoy!! 

Just like the Labor Government had planned!!! 

Green parks, good public transport and an assortment of shops, restaurants and entertainment options. 

A quiet residential suburb with a mix of low density housing, small 2 storey 'boutique' style apartment blocks 
and townhouses. Also re zoning of the business Park to accommodate unit blocks, high rise office space and 
ancillary medical uses. 

Retain some of the low density, family friendly feel of current suburb. Accommodate medical and office 
space in a way that doesn't intrude on current housing. 

The area immediately around the hospital should remain primarily residential land with a high number of the 
existing single dwelling properties/lots remaining. The area should not become overgrown with multi-dwelling 
townhouses or units.  
As much of the reserve on the south side of Warringah Road should remain and the proposed stage 2 
roadworks should be pushed over to the north side of Warringah Road. 

I'd like it to have a small village/suburban feel. With small local shops, low density residential including town 
houses. 

Like the SAN Hospital at Wahroonga where a major hospital has been integrated into the neighbourhood, 
with homes retained around the site. I would also like some significant vegetation around the site. Don't 
make it just an ugly building standing out like the per-verbal. 

Active with non car uses.  Traffic minimised and existing traffic problems solved. A safe precinct for all users.  
A showcase for suburban sustainability. 

I think that the natural bushland around the Hospital should remain.  No more trees should be cut down.  The 
native animals living in the Frenchs Forest area should have their habitat remain intact.  The hospital site 
should fit in to the surrounding area and compliment it like Mona Vale Hospital does. 

Make hospital and surrounds unique to other hospitals. Give it a beautiful bushland setting - keep 
surrounding bushland available or create a parkland/safe haven for animals. Don’t turn it into an ugly 
eyesore. Soften it with an appearance appropriate to Nth Beaches. 

I would like to retain the urban, relaxed, bush feel of the suburb. Retaining the strong young family 
demographic. 

Overall, we would like to see minimal disruption to the amenity of the greater area (bushland, quiet, families, 
safe back streets). The sad fact is that the sense of community in the area is rather fractured by the main 
roads that cut across it. The roads are only going to become more of a separation so we think that, while 
addressing the overall area needs, there should also be real attention to local ‘sub-community’ in order to 
create a pleasant precinct for people to live and work in while allowing others to pass around. Whatever 
happens, the precinct must not become an expanse of 3-storey flats, with the gardens and trees all gone and 
the area rendered soulless without any real benefit apart from modest intensification – we would rather see 
no change at all! In fact, we imagine something much more purposeful and exciting  can be achieved in 
clusters of dense high-rise development in which there are shops, cafes and restaurants, and outdoor 
spaces for relaxation and recreation, including community gardens. Around these clusters, the area remains 
much as it is today, preserving the lifestyle and amenity that the present community values so greatly. The 
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interface between the clusters and the surroundings should be gradual so as to create a sense of continuity 
and to avoid impacting unduly on houses adjacent to the cluster. 
The area around the hospital should become a medical precinct for providing comprehensive support and 
ancillary services for the hospital.  Co-location of small-scale operations interspersed with residential uses 
encourages a vibrant daytime atmosphere while also allowing residents and others to enjoy the amenities of 
the area after hours – perhaps high rise with the lower levels given over to business is one model for this. 
Larger-scale operations requiring truck movements, warehousing, significant parking etc.. should be kept 
separate from the mixed-use areas – the existing industrial park to the east of the hospital is clearly 
appropriate for this.  
Some environmental values have been lost and these are not going to be replaced in any locally meaningful 
sense by token offsets at Belrose tip and surrounds.  We believe that, with new development from the 
ground up, there is the opportunity to focus on sustainability as a theme for the area. Zoning should require 
high energy and water efficiency, maintenance of (communal) green space, creation of community gardens, 
even recharging points for electric vehicles if overseas personal transportation trends are followed. New 
developments should have buried electrical and signal cables. Residents will take pride in being part of this 
movement and the area will attract new residents who want to join in. 

I would like the area to retain the features that keep residents living in the area now- ie. a safe, family friendly 
area, with the natural environment being an important consideration in any planning. 

It should remain a family friendly suburb with natural bush setting. The roads should be improved to allow 
better connection to and through the hospital precinct. 

I would like to see the Hospital Precinct area made of of a combination of single family dwellings, low cost 
housing, medium density housing, commercial offices, retail outlets, schools, open space and health 
services. 
I would like the low cost and medium density housing restricted to a maximum of three stories and 
commercial type, (offices) buildings to a maximum of four to five stories.   
I would expect the new hospital to provide sufficient off street parking for all staff and visitors to the hospital 
and for the charges for parking to be kept to a minimum so that people can afford to park there and not be 
forced to seek alternative parking in the surrounding streets. 
I believe a concerted emphasis should also be made to provide suitable, (additional) open space to offset the 
effects created by the increased building works. 

The hospital is in a residential area and needs to not impact on it. We hear about the road works around the 
site, these are needed for today, hospital or not, and need to include public transport initiatives, such as bus 
bays. Parking for the hospital and also park and ride does not feature. 

The area around the hospital will retain all current bushland and a wildlife corridor as part of the site.  
The area surrounding the hospital should remain low-rise. The greater the density the more impact there will 
be on the catchments below.  
It will have a roundabout interchange and overpass at the intersection of Wakehurst Parkway and Warringah 
Rd with provision for cyclists instead of the currently proposed 12 lane 'road to nowhere'. 

Make Public Northern Beaches Hospital not Private Hospital. 
Hope New Northern beaches Hospital can last 10 or 20 years long time compare too Manly Hospital out of 
Date. 
I Already like The Design for New Northern Beaches Hospital. 
Still no Design how the Carparks will be Aboveground and below Ground wait and see. 

We love Frenchs Forest and want to retain the quiet suburban feel.  The hospital and road upgrade will be 
great, but want the residential areas to stay the same. 

The area currently zoned business park east of Wakehurst Parkway, running both North and South of 
Warringah Road should be developed into a marvellous mix of business/ apartment buildings, with attractive 
street frontage and amenities. This would provide accommodation and employment opportunities, much of 
which might turn out to be related to the functions of the new hospital.  
With the demands of a changed environment created by the hospital and the new road design, a narrow strip 
of housing along Warringah Road and Frenchs Forest Road could be rezoned to allow low-rise higher 
density accommodation, e.g. town houses, and doctors’ offices with design of the area to minimize road 
noise. This could stretch all the way along Warringah Road to Forestville. The remainder of the study area 
should retain its current character, so valued by residents. 

Like a suburb village with local shops, family friendly residential, a business park areas, good local parks and 
transport connections. 

As a large integrated retail, residential, healthcare & transport hub from Forestway Shopping centre to the 
hospital with enough open space, pedestrian & bike connections, adequate parking and very frequent 
convenient bus services. 
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2) What facilities would you like to see in the area? 

 
Improved passive recreation facilities (playgrounds etc..) 
Zoning for commercial uses like restaurants per what exists at Bantry Bay Road 

An improved Forestway shopping centre and small local shops (e.g. Bantry Bay Road), maintain the primary 
and high schools, hospital and some ancillary health services, additional parks and retention of some natural 
bushland  

We are already blessed with great natural environment. We just need to maintain these. E.g. Forestville and 
Forest way shopping centres could be redeveloped to include new and bigger libraries etc. The current 
schools should be maintained. 

AS ABOVE 

AS ABOVE, Mixed use, Business etc. it was a good outlook. 

Child friendly parks. Ample bus waiting areas that are undercover. Bike lanes. 

We are already blessed with great natural environment. We just need to maintain these. Eg. Forestville and 
Forest way shopping centres could be redeveloped to include new and bigger libraries etc. The current 
schools should be maintained. 

Upgrade local parks, refurbish shops at Forestway and Bantry Bay Rd. 

The area would benefit from a general modernisation as much of the commercial facilities, particularly, food 
stores and restaurants, are aged and limited in number. The range and scale of the commercial facilities to 
the west of Wakehurst Parkway should be sympathetic to the primarily residential areas on either side of 
Warringah Road. Any larger scale commercial enterprises should be restricted to the business parks on the 
east side of Wakehurst Parkway toward Aquatic Drive.  
 
A diversity of facilities should be provided and any existing businesses (e.g. Doctor's surgery and chemist) 
that might be affected by the proposed roadworks should be encouraged to relocate to premises close to the 
proposed hospital site or around Forestway Shops.   

We have great shops, schools and parks currently. They will require upgrades over time to accommodate 
growth. 

Road upgrades including the stopping of flooding on Wakehurst Parkway at Narrabeen. This must be 
overcome to ensure quick access at all times, particularly in emergency situations. 
Sound and efficient public transport. 
Shops only within the hospital precinct. 
Adequate health services and specialists within the surrounding area. 
The development of green vegetation/parkland within the area once construction has been completed. After 
all, the suburb is named Frenchs "Forest". 

The aquatic centre needs upgrading and bike paths should be completed and properly separated from 
pedestrian paths.  FREE all day parking must be provided within the hospital itself to prevent on street 
parking and other carparks such as the aquatic centre being used as a defacto carpark for the hospital.  The 
playing fields at the aquatic centre are underutilised and should be reallocated to other recreational uses 
away from the current excessive allocation to baseball and softball. 
 
Safe off street cycling should be provided for children in the area. 

There are a lot of children in the area.  The park on the corner of Bantry Bay Road and Warringah Road 
(Brick Pit) should be upgraded to a modern children's playground but also adapted to suit the surrounding 
bushland.  There are a lot of older children living in the area who would use that park if it catered to slightly 
older children.  It needs monkey bars or a flying fox.  The park could be moved further South down Bantry 
Bay Road to get it away from the main road traffic. 

Parklands, Bush, Bike lanes, Buses, Light Rail, Animal road Barriers, Overhead pedestrians, lowered speed 
limits, NO through traffic in residential areas, locals only.  

Re-develop Forestway shopping centre with more parking and residential  units on top, retain the schools.  

Shops – local shops only; no new or expanded shopping centres. 
 
Health Services – encourage the establishment of ancillary services for health and medical. This should be 
an area that positively attracts such businesses. These might include serviced apartments or even a hotel for 
hospital and business visitors. Here it is noteworthy that hospitals now are moving towards half-way 
discharges for lower risk categories (eg. post-natal), making use of local hotels and it is important that the 
precinct plan capture this trend. 
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Open community-friendly space within the development clusters, including community gardens. 

It would be nice to see the park at Patanga Road improved upon with regards to children's playground/lunch 
time spot for workers in the area 

The area is already well served with two great schools, two shopping centres and some local shops. We do 
not need a big mall, with Chatswood and Brookvale only 10mins away by bus/car.  

The area is already well served with two great schools, two shopping centres and some local shops. We do 
not need a big mall, with Chatswood and Brookvale only 10mins away by bus/car.  

Forestway owners GPT have a great opportunity to create a Great Place To (GPT), add a mini mall outcome, 
but need to address their parking facilities. There seems to be a good walking path between Forestway 
shops and the hospital, good exercise! Could this be undercover? Include bike path. 

Retain Bantry Bay, Skyline Shops and Arndale shops as viable and pedestrian-friendly centres for the 
community.  
 
It is vital to preserve what is left of the wildlife corridor and to preserve all existing bushland .  

More Houses, Health Services, Open Space, Plant new Replacement native Trees around New Hospital. 
Council should be able buy Parkway Hotel Sell it or do new Development. 

Our local parks are great, but some of the play equipment could do with an upgrade. 

Maintenance of green space as much as possible. Medical offices and shops tastefully provided to cope with 
the new needs of the area 

The markets that currently operate out of the Parkway Hotel site need somewhere to run. When that site is 
redeveloped, perhaps the markets could run from one of the schools? 

- Improved large scale retail in Forestway Shopping centre and mixed use precinct on the opposite side of 
Forestway to connect to hospital precinct. 
- transform Bantry Bay shops into modern medium density area with mixed use retail / health on lower levels 
and residential on top levels 
- two pedestrian bridges over Warringah road should be integrated into mixed used buildings at least on one 
side of the road, otherwise will be just unsafe places which people will try to avoid 
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3) To cater for changing needs in the area, what type of housing should there be, and 
where? 
 
Increased density housing - higher rise directly adjacent to the hospital with blended lower rise moving 
deeper into the adjoining residential area moving to town home type dwellings  

Townhouses are desperately needed in Frenchs Forest. There are plenty of units in Warringah but not many 
options for young families who need space but can't afford a house.  
 
Suggest units on Frenchs Forest Road and in the current business park. Current low-density areas could be 
transformed to a mix of single dwellings and townhouses.  

Small blocks of units along Warring Rd and Frenchs Forest Rd. High rise (10 storey) units in the business 
Park.  All current low density housing to be zoned for two storey townhouses and small lot sizes (around 
200m) as exists in places like Crows Nest. 

High Density apartments with underground parking, with shops etc., and offices underneath. Close to the 
Hospital site. Directly opposite would be a great location. 

Make Apartments close to the main road, from Hilmer St. towards Allambie, the back of Aquatic Drive. 

More units will be needed in the hospital precinct area. 

Small blocks of units along Warring Rd and Frenchs Forest Rd. High rise (10 story) units in the business 
Park.  All current low density housing to be zoned for two story townhouses and small lot sizes (around 
200m) as exists in places like Crows Nest. 

Young families have paid a premium for houses on small blocks, near schools and transport. They shouldn't 
be displaced to make way for units. The area south of Warringah Rd could accommodate duplexes, villas 
etc. If there was lots of. Smaller freestanding homes these would become more affordable - this is what 
young people want. People buy units only because big  
Houses are too expensive. 

Preservation of existing lots with single detached dwellings, sympathetic with the existing building stock (i.e. 
a maximum of 3 stories). Subdivisions, town houses and unit blocks should be discouraged.   

Happy for some medium/high density units in the current business park. Otherwise the area should remain 
low density but perhaps the inclusion of more two storey townhouses, and other two storey development like 
over 50s accommodation and boarding houses - key is to retain family friendly feel. 

Home units only along Warringah Rd, and only to a maximum height of 3-4 storeys. This applies to any 
Business Park developments too. 
Any wider development will lead to a worse traffic situation than currently exists despite the road changes 
proposed.  

No additional housing is necessary however higher density housing on Warringah road could be beneficial to 
enabling some of the transport and connectivity opportunities of the site.  Isolated and gated retirement 
facilities that site out of context with the area such as those on Allambie Road must be avoided at all cost. 

The housing should remain the same as it is now.  No units or high rises should be built as that would 
destroy the natural bushland feel of Frenchs Forest. 

Town houses - keep it residential and family friendly. No high risers/apartments. Dee Why has been ruined 
due to this and has increased major traffic congestion. 

Current low density residential retained, allowing town houses or over 55s accommodation, all max 2 stories. 
Allow high rises in the business areas.  

We abhor ribbons of multi-story apartments along the main roads. This approach maximises both the 
number of people exposed to noise and air pollution and the number of people whose properties are 
impacted by having to live next to such developments. We strongly believe that residential intensification 
should be in dedicated clusters which have their own sense of community through the co-location of local 
shops, small business and recreation. These clusters at their centres should be high-rise to at least the 
height of the hospital, stepping down towards their peripheries to interface sympathetically with the 
surrounding, undisturbed housing. We see the first such clusters being most effectively located near to the 
hospital on the south side of Warringah Road (Hilmer St) and on the north side of Frenchs Forest Road West 
(say between Bluegum Crescent and  Wakehurst Parkway, in each case extending back at least 200 metres 
from the respective frontal roads. 
 
New accommodation options must obviously include some provision for lower-cost housing but it is 
extremely important that high quality accommodation of the standard that people expect in this area should 
predominate – by “standard” here, we don’t mean the European kitchen and bathroom fittings but rather the 
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tranquillity, amenity, access to the outdoors, spaciousness, north-facing balconies, etc. Such quality 
accommodation is attractive to empty-nesters, thus freeing up the traditional blocks for young families, in the 
true spirit of the theme of sustainability that we envision for the precinct. 

I am a bit nervous to think there could be high rise adjacent to low density housing. There needs to be smart 
planning so that the residents don't feel that Chatswood is descending in on their backyard. It would be 
preferable if higher density is kept around Warringah Road. 

We need townhouses. Young families often leave the Northern Beaches because they have outgrown a unit 
but can't afford a house. Need to have townhouses as a 'middle step'. Townhouses could also be 
accommodated in the current low density residential area without a big impact to existing residents. 

Type of housing required will be as previously stated, (Q.1 & 2)  with emphasis on constructing low cost and 
medium density type housing on the feeder roads, (Forest Way, Frenchs Forest Road, Bantry Bay Road). 
I believe there should also be some form of short stay housing for 'out of town' families who need to be with 
their loved ones who are patients at the hospital. 

If the shops on the south side of Warringah road go. Can the area between Bantry Bay Road, Warringah 
Road, and Wakehust parkway down to Aquatic drive be developed for something like public housing for 
hospital staff (dorms if you like if that’s the right thing to provide/speciality rooms, and parking! 

Low density housing as at present. The greater the density the more impact on the several catchments 
below the hospital ridge top.  

More Apartments, Unit at Belrose, Terry Hills, Mona Vale. 

Young families need small houses including freestanding and townhouses, villas etc. These could be 
accommodated in the residential areas in the study area. If units must be built, they should be in the 
business Park and next to aquatic Centre.  

The area currently zoned business park east of Wakehurst Parkway, running both North and South of 
Warringah Road should be developed into a marvellous mix of business/ apartment buildings, with attractive 
street frontage and amenities. This would provide accommodation and employment opportunities, much of 
which might turn out to be related to the functions of the new hospital.  
 
With the demands of a changed environment created by the hospital and the new road design, a narrow strip 
of housing along Warringah Road and Frenchs Forest Road could be rezoned to allow low-rise higher 
density accommodation, e.g. town houses, and doctors’ offices with design of the area to minimize road 
noise. This could stretch all the way along Warringah Road to Forestville. 

Houses must be retained. 
1. Young families have spent big money in recent years to buy these homes. In the study area the homes 
are typically smaller 3-4 bedroom places on small blocks of land.  
2. Families with kids need houses and townhouses, with small backyards. They need access to schools, 
shops and transport. They don't want to live in units.  
Units could be built along Frenchs Forest Road on sites like the Parkway Hotel.  

- create usable open space and preserve space for future transport needs by converting to medium density 
along Warringah road from the hospital to Forestville (but create covenants on land in new developments so 
open space will be protected). it will also protect houses behind them from noise 
- townhouses on the second line along Warringah road (behind 3-4 storey apartment blocks) 
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4) What business and employment opportunities would you like to see in the area? 

 
Obviously specialist health facilities, commercial shops specifically restaurants cafés etc.. - they will provide 
much needed part- time and full time employment opportunities  

Aside from the hospital there should be more office space through up-zoning of the business parks and 
improvements to the Frenchs Forest shopping centre. We do NOT need a Westfield or other major shopping 
centre - there are plenty of options at Chatswood and Brookvale.  

There will naturally be an increase through hospital, office up zoning and shopping center redevelopment.  

Specialists, Restaurants, Cafes, Chemist 
A small shopping Mall. 

Shops and Restaurants beneath apartments opposite the Hospital at Hilmer Street. 
A mixed use of opportunities. A small shopping mall. 

Better grocery shops. Newsagency, pharmacies. Childcare centres.  

There will naturally be an increase through hospital, office up zoning and shopping center redevelopment.  

My work will always be in the city. That said, I think the business park should be rezoned to 8 stories, mixed 
use. That will create space for units and more offices. It also means we don't have a business park that is a 
ghost town after hours.  

Any small to medium scale commercial and public sector. Large scale commercial and small industrial 
activity should either be discouraged or limited to areas away from existing residential areas.   

Happy to see an increase in business park, hospital and Forestway shops redevelopment. But, let’s not turn 
Frenchs Forest into St Leonards. 

Hospital and Health support services, small business. We have enough shopping centres nearby which will 
need their car spaces increased to cope with the increased traffic flows and population. Forestway has to 
add another two storeys to their carpark. 

No comment 

The shops on Bantry Bay Road should be upgraded and a few more could be added.  . 

Local businesses / small shopping villages. Not large companies which take over and create traffic issues. 

Health jobs to support the hospital. But otherwise stay the same.  

Health and medical services should clearly be the focus. However, there should be opportunity and 
encouragement for small high-tech enterprises to thrive here – these enterprises could be in medical devices 
and medical IT for example.  

The hospital and associated services will increase jobs. This will be good.  

Being a hospital precinct area I would expect there would be a substantial increase for business and 
employment opportunities in the administration and medical professions. Also an increase in employment in 
the education professions. 

Non-polluting sustainable business and employment with waste minimisation policies and no industrial 
runoff.  

Childcare Center. 
Message Business. 
Coffee Shops, Restaurants,  

Increased activity in business park would be good. 

see previous section 

Would love to see the business park rezoned for 4-5 stories. There is a lot of wasted space at the moment 
with big open air carparks and buildings only one or two stories high.  

- healthcare and retail 
- childcare, education and other services for families 
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5) How should people move through and within the precinct? 

 
Provision of walking/ cycling paths  
Redevelop road network to provide dedicated public transport corridors - bus lanes etc.. 

Bus and bike lanes would be great. But Northern Beaches residents LOVE their cars. Can't assume that 
people will take the bus (as is often suggested in traffic reports). Traffic between Warringah area and 
Chatswood/North Ryde/City is already a joke. An increase of density will cause further chaos.  

In a dream world by using bases,  bikes and by foot. Reality is people will drive unless there is a train. 

Walkway over the main road. 
Footpaths and Bike paths, Rapid Buses.

paths, buses 

Walking, buses, bike lanes and driving. 

In a dream world by using bases,  bikes and by foot. Reality is people will drive unless there is a train. 

We need. Proper tunnel, not the proposed slot road. Through traffic should use Warringah Road not local 
streets. Also need lots of free parking at the hospital so local streets don't be one clogged. 

Movement within the precinct should encourage walking and cycling (or at least should not prevent these as 
safe and easy options.  
Movement into the area and to the hospital site should encourage public transport whenever possible. 
Movement through the precinct should be walking, cycling, driving and public transport. 

Because we don't have a train line and are further from the city, we can't accommodate much more growth. 
Buses will help but our three arterial roads from the Northern Beaches are already beyond capacity. The 
government must insist on substantial parking at hospital site, preferably below ground. 

You can't stop the cars, more units = more cars negating the road upgrades.  
The frequency of bus services needs to increase because long term this will be the only hospital on the 
Northern Beaches. 

The precinct should be focussed on public transport, pedestrian and cycle facilities and not cars however the 
hospital itself must ensure it can hold all the cars that visit it free of charge for the full day to prevent streets 
and other parking facilities being overwhelmed. 
 
The precinct should focus on connecting effectively and transparently with all the other existing commercial 
and retail facilities in the area that tend to be separated islands overly reliant on cars. 

Walking and cycling.  Not driving. 

Light Rail, bike lanes, buses - try and limit additional cars!!!1 

Sufficient free parking at the hospital site. 

The RMS plans are about facilitating movement through the area. Within the precinct, it should be safe and 
pleasant to walk or cycle. People should be free to continue using their cars but low speed limits for 
automobiles (max 40 kph or less) within the precinct will reinforce the nature of the area – quiet, safe, 
sustainable, in touch with the environment. As the area develops, there may be a place for shuttle buses. 

Good to see the RMS plan progressing to fix the major intersections. Council should campaign for adequate 
parking on the hospital site. A new bus terminal should be established in Rabbett Street, near Forestway. 
Bike paths would be great.  

Together with the proposed road upgrades an increase in Public transport is definitely needed for people 
entering and or passing through the precinct. For people traversing within the precinct suitable short term 
parking needs to be provided for people traveling by car. For those who prefer to walk suitable walkways, 
pedestrian bridges should be constructed. There may also be sufficient demand, if properly advertised, for 
small bus service to operate. 

Overpass at Frenchs Forest Rd West and Wakehurst Parkway. There is significant drop in elevation at War 
Rd. If elevated, would reduce gridlock at this intersection significantly. 

Cycling, walking, public transport as much as possible.  

Buy Buses We not have enough Buses Northern Beaches we ask State Government for more Buses. 
A lot people also go Walking good idea. 

More public transport.  

Improve public transport and make it as attractive as possible for cyclist and pedestrians. 

People in this area are very reliant on their cars - it's a love affair. If you want to 'get serious' about rezoning 
and development in Warringah we need a train line from Dee Why to Chatswood. Without that the only 
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option is add more buses.  

- there should be enough open space and pedestrian connections between two centres of activity 
(Forestway and Hospital). The issue will be how to overcome their separation by Forest High school. 
- more buses and higher frequency, design roads and space around them in such way that it will be easier to 
create Rapid Transit System in 10-15 years 
- create more angle parking on streets near bus stops 

 
 
 

 
6) Any other comments or suggestions? 

 
We moved to Frenchs Forest to get away from the busy developed areas like Dee Why and Chatswood. 
Frenchs Forest has some beautiful neighbourhoods with lots of young families moving in over the recent 
years. Any new development should respect the needs of residents not force them out! 

The community revolted against the 2011 rezoning plan. This consultation process is fantastic but we're wary 
it will end up back at the original plan for 4 story units everywhere.   
 
Some people want to make a few dollars from rezoning - most just want to enjoy their family homes! 

I am sure you have the ideas already for the area. 
Please bypass the community process and re-zone the area as soon as possible. 

The community revolted against the 2011 rezoning plan. This consultation process is fantastic but we're wary 
it will end up back at the original plan for 4 story units everywhere.   
 
Some people want to make a few dollars from rezoning - most just want to enjoy their family homes! 

Don't compare this to Royal North Shore. Our hospital will be smaller, we're further from city and other major 
centres, our roads are already beyond capacity and we have no rail line. This is a big change for FF but we 
can manage it without destroying the suburb. 

Whilst i welcome the investment into Frenchs Forest arising from the Hospital, I believe that it is of primary 
importance not to ignore the existing amenity afforded by the primarily residential zoning around the site. 
Actions to rezone these green residential areas should not be undertaken lightly or without serious 
consideration of existing residents. The simple answer, and the drivers from property developers, will be to 
encourage rezoning to allow multi-story units and commercial properties immediately around the hospital. 
This would be a negative impact on the area and change the dynamic of the suburb.  

Please listen to the community. We accept the hospital is going ahead (even though most locals object) but 
we don't want to lose our whole suburb to developers! 

There is a massive fear of the unknown in the local community. The majority of householders fear the loss of 
their home value, an upsetting sale to a developer and the encroachment of high rise units. The unit 
development is against why everyone moved to Frenchs Forest in the first place. People want to cope with 
the new Hospital but they don't want it to mushroom into their local street.  

A proper solution for the Warringah Rd, Forest Way and Wakehust Parkway intersections is essential without 
compromising the current amenity and character of Aquatic Drive and Allambie Rd.  It is disappointing that 
works have already commenced on the hospital prior to works on these intersections.  Solutions for these 
intersections should have been in place PRIOR to the hospital commencing as there is far too great a risk 
that the hospital can proceed and a change in government halt the road works.  This is extremely poor 
delivery by all involved. 

Wakehurst Parkway needs more possum crossings.   

Major concern with traffic and how this will impact residents. Many cars already avoid main roads and do the 
rat run through residential areas. This is not managed by council or RTA and residents suffer. Makes it 
unsafe for children with speeding cars, undue noise etc. This is evident from cars & heavy vehicles entering 
and exiting Wakehurst Pky turning to / from Kirkwood & Judith Streets. This should be kept as residential 
area only and be patrolled for trucks over 3tonne which are not allowed. All people living in residential areas 
impacted by the hospital should not have to worry about carrying additional traffic flow. Rates are paid to 
protect us - Council must use our rates effectively & support local residents. 

Don't ruin Frenchs Forest with unit blocks.  

After 25 years in Gladys Avenue, we would rather be left in peace as we are. If things are to change around 
us, which we can accept, we will be fighting to ensure that the change celebrates what we love about the 
area and is not just another craven planning mess.  
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We love Frenchs Forest and have lived here our whole lives. Happy to see the hospital, but don't want a 'unit 
city'.  

I suggest the section of Frenchs Forest Road E. located east of the Skyline shops would be extremely 
suitable for 'Mixed Use' development. The existing residential blocks are level and of substantial size. (block 
areas ranging from 1000 to 1300m2 approx.). The properties are located close to existing government bus 
services to the City, North Sydney, Chatswood, Allambie Heights, Warringah Mall, Manly, Dee Why etc. 

This major hospital which is proposed to be 9 storeys high , will tower over an area of what was previously 
an Endangered Ecological Community of rare bushland which is surrounded by, quiet low- density  
suburbs comprising the 'Forest District' 
 
The hospital site was an important wildlife corridor connecting the Hawkesbury and beyond into Manly Dam 
Reserve and southern Warringah and is located at the top of several healthy catchments which are likely to 
be adversely affected by a larger volume of runoff including pollutants than previously when the bushland 
helped protect these catchments. This bushland was intersected by two major roads which are already 
heavily congested, one of which is often closed after heavy rainfall.  
 
Hence it is not difficult to see why many in the local community believe the site chosen for the hospital has 
been a huge planning mistake and tried to advise the relevant decision - makers over many years, to no 
avail.  
 
Hence it is going to be difficult to protect the amenity of the surrounding community which has long been 
treasured by current residents.  
 
I do not wish to see another busy St Leonards-style precint emerge around the hospital site but fear that is 
exactly what will happen once the hospital is built.  
 
I think it is vital to preserve what remains of the wildlife corridor and do not want to see the loss of any more 
bushland.  
 
Public transport and provisions for cyclists need to be vastly upgraded. The idea of a monstrous 12- lane 
road next to a hospital where people are trying to recuperate is anaethema to most thinking people and this 
outlandish proposal demonstrates the need for upgraded public transport links in an area where this has long 
been lacking.  
 
Preserve Bantry Bay, Skyline Shops and Arndale shops.  
 
The area surrounding the hospital should remain low-rise. The greater the density the more impact there will 
be on the catchments below.  
 
Sorry I think this hospital and the associated higher density surrounds and significant increase in traffic will 
be adversely impact the Northern Beaches . It should have been located in Mona Vale with Manly as the 
supplementary hospital. The half a billion dollars to be spent on road upgrades and development around 
'The Forest'  -which will irrevocably destroy the character of the 'Blinking Light' district - would have been 
better spent creating two first-rate hospitals for the Peninsula.  

How RMS Fix Traffic Problem around Northern beaches Hospital. 
Aslo Roads need Fixing potholes everywhere. 
Emergency Lane for Emergency Vehicle Only. 
Still no Answer how fix Wakehurst Parkway while Flooding. 
Parking big issue soon Residents won't be allow park car side Road i Agree, Widening Roads without 
Demolish People houses. Also, Spend the Money Upgrading Frenchs Forest Police Station, We got too 
many cars already park side the road at, Sylvia Place, Frenchs Forest Road West, Already we Parking 
problem. 

Planning is hard work! I commend Council for the extent of its community consultation and look forward to 
see creative ways of meeting residents’ needs. 

Please create a modern "centre of gravity" for wider Forest area which will be capable of future organic 
growth and development. Transport links should be convenient for passengers who need to change between 
transport modes (from cars to buses; from local shuttle buses to transit routes; bikes to buses). 

 
 


